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LMNtal is a language model based on hierachical graph rewriting. LMNtal allows
us to represent various systems by graph matching and rewriting. A pattern match-
ing means to search subgraphs that match graph patterns dened by rewrite rules.
In the rewriting, the subgraphs are rewritten to other graphs. The whole graph is
dynamically transformed by repeating pattern matching and rewriting. However, the
calculation of pattern matching for a graph which is not changed by rewriting is un-
necessary because the result of pattern matching for the same graph is unchanged.
In order to avoid recalculation, Incremental Pattern Matching (IPM) algorithms were
developed and have been used in Production Systems. The RETE algorithm is one
of the implementations of IPM. A characteristic of RETE is that the intermediate
result of pattern matching is cached as a network structure.
In this thesis, we propose a method for introducing the RETE algorithm to LMNtal
by program transformation. The proposed method is composed of two steps, (1) to
split a process of pattern matching into a family of rules, and (2) to generate rules
that create a cache for a result of the rule splitted. The execution of the translated
rules corresponds to updating the cache in the RETE network. As the result of this
study, we improved the computational complexity of programs (in which the changes
due to rule execution are smaller than the whole graph) from O(N3) to O(N). We
conrmed that, the execution time was shorter than the execution times of program
before transformation when the problem size was large. In addition, in order to reduce
the overhead of execution time due to the program transformation, we discussed a
method that represents RETE by intermediate instructions of LMNtal.
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??????????????????????????????????
Head :- Body




LMNtal ????? 2.2 ????p ???????????????????????
Xi ????????????????????????????????? P ???
???????? T ?????????? P ?????????????????T ?
????????????????????
2.3.1 ????
??????? m  0 ?????????????? Xi ???????????
???????????????????????????????? p(X1; X2) ?
p(X2; X1)????????????? p??????????????????????
LMNtal????????????????????????????????????








????????????????????????????? $p[X1; : : : ; Xm |A]?
?????????????????? X1; : : : ; Xm ???????????????A
? X ???? X1; : : : ; Xm ??? 0??????????????????





Head :- Guard |Body
????????????????
a(X); $n[X] :- int($n); $n > 0; $m = $n  1 | a(X); $m[X]




P ::= 0 (?)
j p(X1; : : : ; Xm) (m  0) (???)
j P; P (??)
j fPg (??)
j T :- T (???)
T ::= 0 (?)
j p(X1; : : : ; Xm) (m  0) (???)
j T; T (??)
j fTg (??)
j T :- T (???)
j @p (?????)
j $p[X1; : : : ; Xm |A] (m  0) (??????)
j p(X1; : : : ; Xm) (m > 0) (?????)
A ::= [ ] (?)
j X (????)
? 2.2 LMNtal ?????












(E1) 0; P  P
(E2) P;Q  Q;P
(E3) P; (Q;R)  (P;Q); R
(E4) P  P [Y=X] (X ? P ???????)
(E5) P  P 0 ) P;Q  P 0; Q
(E6) P  P 0 ) fPg  fP 0g
(E7) X = X  0
(E8) X = Y  Y = X





(R1) ??????????????LMNtal ????????(R2) ???????
??????????????????????(R3) ??????????????
??????????(R4) ? (R5) ? = ?????????????????(R6) ?
? 2? LMNtal 7
LMNtal ???????????????????????????????????
??????????????
P ! P 0 (R1)
P;Q! P 0; Q
P ! P 0 (R2)fPg ! fP 0g
Q  P P ! P 0 P 0  Q0
(R3)
Q! Q0
(R4) fX = Y; Pg ! X = Y; fPg (??? X ? Y ? fX = Y; Pg???????)
(R5) X = Y; fPg ! fX = Y; Pg (??? X ? Y ? P ???????)
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2.5.1 LMNtal?????
LMNtal ???? a(X); b(X) :- a(X); c(X) ?????????????????





3 spec [2, 5]
4 --memmatch:
5 spec [1, 5]
6 findatom [1, 0, 'a'_1]
7 deref [2, 1, 0, 0]
8 func [2, 'b'_1]
9 commit ["_aXbX", 0]
10 removeatom [1, 0, 'a'_1]
11 removeatom [2, 0, 'b'_1]
12 newatom [3, 0, 'a'_1]
13 newatom [4, 0, 'c'_1]
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ndatom [dstatom; srcmem; funcref ]
? srcmem?????????? funcref ?????????????????
????????????? dstatom??????
deref [dstatom; srcatom; srcpos; dstpos]
??? srcatom?? srcpos??????????????? dstpos?????
?????????????????????? dstatom??????
func [srcatom; funcref ]




removeatom [srcatom; srcmem; funcref ]
?????? funcref ?????? srcatom?? srcmem???????
newatom [dstatom; srcmem; funcref ]
?????? funcref ???????? srcmem??????????????
?? dstatom??????
newlink [atom1; pos1; atom2; pos2;mem]
? mem ?????? atom1 ?? pos1 ?????? atom2 ?? pos2 ????
?????????????
? 2.7 ?????????
? 2? LMNtal 10
????????????????
1. findatom [1, 0, 'a'_1]?????? a?????????????????
?????????????
2. deref [2, 1, 0, 0] ?????????? 0 ?????????????? 0
??????????????????????????
3. func [2, 'b'_1]???????????????????? b???????
???
???? deref ??? func ????????????????????????











HyperLMNtal [5]?? LMNtal????????????HyperLMNtal? LMNtal
??????????HyperLink???????????????????Hypergraph
?????????????????????????? 2.9?? 2.10???????
??????' !' ??????? HyperLink ???????????????????
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? 2.8 ??????
1 init.
2 init :- a(!H0), b(!H0), c(!H0), d(!H1).
3






???? Incremental Pattern Matching (IPM)?????????????????
??????????????????????????????? IPM??????




????????????????????????? Production Memory (PM)??




WM????? (identifier [^attribute value]*)?????????????




3.1???? rule1??color??? red?????? x? color??? green?????
? y ??????x ? on ????? y ??????????????????RHS ?
LHS??????????????????make, remove, modify?????????
????????????????????







1 # Working Memory Element
2 (box1 ^color red)
3 (box2 ^color green)
4 (box1 ^on box2)
5 (box2 ^on table)
6
7 # Production Rule
8 (p rule1
9 (<x> ^color red)
10 (<y> ^color green)
11 (<x> ^on <y>)
12 -->




OPS5 ??????????????? RETE ????????????????
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????????????????????????????????????????
???
? 3.2 IPM??? [1]
RETE????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????? RETE
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W1: (box1 ^on box2)
W2: (box2 ^on table)
W3: (box1 ^color red)
join on <x>????? Join ???????????????????? <x> ???
????????????????????????? C1? C2??????????
<x> ??????????????
? 3? Incremental Pattern Matching 16
C1: (<x> ^on <y>)
C2: (<x> ^color red)






































3.5.2 Constraint Handling Rules
Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [13] ???????????????????




Simplification rule h1;    ; hn () g1;    ; gm | b1;    ; bk
Propagation rule h1;    ; hn =) g1;    ; gm | b1;    ; bk
Simpagation rule h1;    ; hlnhl+1;    ; hn () g1;    ; gm | b1; : : : ; bk
hi? bi? CHR??????????????g1;    ; gm??????????????
??????????? Simplication ???? Propagation ???? Simpagation
??????????
Simplication ????????????? h1;    ; hn ?????????????
b1;    ; bk ???????????Propagation????????????? h1;    ; hn
?????????????????????????? b1;    ; bk ?????????
?????? Propagation???? h1;    ; hn ??????????????????
???????????????????????????????Simpagation ??
?? Simplication???? Propagation?????????h1;    ; hl ? hl+1;    ; hn
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?????????????? LMNtal???????????????hi,bj ????
??????????




h1 :   hh1i; tokenh1 :
  
hn :   hhni; tokenhn :
hhii? hi ????????????????????tokenhi ? hi ?????????





tokenh1 ; hh2i :   hh1; h1i; tokenh1;h2 :
tokenh1;h2 ; hh3i :   hh1; h2; h3i; tokenh1;h2;h3 :
  
tokenh1;;hn 1 ; hhni :   hh1;    ; hni; tokenh1;;hn :
?????????????????????????????????????.















hi(   ; Lj ;   ) :- hi rete(   ; Li;    ; !Ref); token hhii(!Ref)
??????????????????????? hi ???????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
hi ???? rete????????????????token?????? hi ??????
??????? hhii????????
4.4.2 ????
????? RETE???????????????????????? hi ? hj ??
???????????????????????????
token hhii(!Refi); hi rete(   ; Li;    ; !Refi);
mem hhji(!Refj); hj rete(   ; Lj ;    ; !Refj);
Li = Lj
:-
token hhii(!Refi); hi rete(   ; Li;    ; !Refj);
joined mem hhji(!Refj); hj rete(   ; Lj ;    ; !Refj);
Li = Lj ;
token hhihji(!Refi; !Refj)
?????? hi ?????? Join?????????????????????hi ?
?????????????Join ????????????????????????
???????hi ? hj ?????????????????????????????
??? Li = Lj ?????????????????
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???hi ? hj ????????????????????
token hhii(!Refi); hi rete(   ; Li;    ; !Refi);
mem hhji(!Refj); hj rete(   ; Lj ;    ; !Refj);
:- Li =:= Lj |
token hhii(!Refi); hi rete(   ; Li;    ; !Refj);
joined mem hhji(!Refj); hj rete(   ; Lj ;    ; !Refj);
token hhihji(!Refi; !Refj)





mem hh1   hni(!Ref1;    ; !Refn); h1 rete(   ; !Ref1); hn rete(   ; !Refn)
:-
del(!Ref1);    ; del(!Refk);
hk+1 rete(   ; !Refk+1); hn rete(   ; !Refn);
b1;    ; bm
????????????????????????mem hh1   hni(!Ref1;    ; !Refn)
??????del(!Refi)?????????????????????????????
???? hi??????????????hk+1 rete(   ; !Refk+1); hn rete(   ; !Refn)
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del(!Ref);mem hi(!Ref) :- del(!Ref):
del(!Ref);mem hihj(!Ref; ) :- del(!Ref):
del(!Ref);mem hihj( ; !Ref) :- del(!Ref):
del(!Ref);mem hihjhk(!Ref; ; ) :- del(!Ref):
del(!Ref);mem hihjhk( ; !Ref; ) :- del(!Ref):
















2 rule1 @@ token3, x($n) :- $m = $n - 1 | x($m).
3 rule2 @@ token2, x($n) :- $m = $n * 2 | token3, x($m).
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1 {$p[], @r, alpha}/ :- {$p[], @r, beta}.
2 {$p[], @r, beta_Join}/ :- {$p[], @r, beta_end}.
3 {$p[], @r, beta_end}/ :- {$p[], @r, beta}.
4 {$p[], @r, beta}/ :- {$p[], @r, rewrite}.
5 {$p[], @r, rewrite_end}/ :- {$p[], @r, alpha}.
6 {$p[], @r, rewrite}/ :- $p[].
? 4.4 RETE???????????
4.6 RETE??? uniq?????
LMNtal ????????? uniq ????? [6] ??????uniq ??????
LMNtal? CHR????????????????????CHR? Propagesion??
???????????????uniq??????????
Head :- uniq(L1;    ; Ln)jBody:











CPU Intel Core i5-4690S @ 4x 3.9GHz
MEM 8GB
LMNtal????? version 1.44







F(N) = F(N-2) * F(N-1)
F(0) = 1
F(1) = 1




1 i(1,init,3). % [3] ?????????????????? 0
2 i(2,imv,1,6). % [6] = [[1]]
3 i(3,imv,2,7). % [7] = [[2]]
4 i(4,mul,6,7). % [7] = [7] * [6]
5 i(5,mvi,7,3). % [[3]] = [7]
6 i(6,add,5,1). % [1] = [1] + [5]
7 i(7,add,5,2). % [2] = [2] + [5]
8 i(8,add,5,3). % [3] = [3] + [5]
9 i(9,sub,5,4). % [4] = [4] - [5]
10 i(10,cjmp,4,12). % PC = 12 (if [4] = 0)
















??????????????????????????????? c ????? m
????????????????????????????RETE?????????
????????????????????????
4 ??????????????? 5.2 ???????????????? A.1 ??
??????????????????? CHR??????????A.1????CHR




?? O(N) ???????????? N ? 60 ??????????????????
???????N? 10?? 50??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? 16???????????





2 i(L0,add,B0,A0), m(B1,Y), m(A1,X), c(L1) :-
3 L0=:=L1, A0=:=A1, B0=:=B1, Z=X+Y, L_=L0+1 |
4 i(L0,add,B0,A0), m(B1,Y), m(A0,Z), c(L_).
5 sub @@
6 i(L0,sub,B0,A0), m(B1,Y), m(A1,X), c(L1) :-
7 L0=:=L1, A0=:=A1, B0=:=B1, Z=X-Y, L_=L0+1 |
8 i(L0,sub,B0,A0), m(B1,Y), m(A0,Z), c(L_).
9 imv @@
10 i(L0,imv,B0,A0), m(B1,C0), m(C1,Y), m(A1,X), c(L1) :-
11 L0=:=L1, A0=:=A1, B0=:=B1, C0=:=C1, int(X), int(Y), L_=L0+1 |
12 i(L0,imv,B0,A0), m(B1,C0), m(C1,Y), m(A0,Y), c(L_).
13 jmp @@
14 i(L0,jmp,A), c(L1) :- L0=:=L1, int(A) | i(L0,jmp,A), c(A).
15 cjmp @@
16 i(L0,cjmp,A0,J), m(A1,0), c(L1) :-
17 L0=:=L1, A0=:=A1, int(J) |
18 i(L0,cjmp,A0,J), m(A1,0), c(J).
19 cjmp @@
20 i(L0,cjmp,A0,J), m(A1,X), c(L1) :-
21 L0=:=L1, A0=:=A1, X=\=0, int(J), L_=L0+1 |
22 i(L0,cjmp,A0,J), m(A1,X), c(L_).
23 halt @@
24 i(L0,halt), c(L1) :- L0=:=L1 | i(L0,halt).
? 5.2 RAM?????????? LMNtal?????
















path ???????????????????? path ??????????????
???????????????????????????????????????












8 :- $y0==$y1, $x\==$z, $c=$a+$b, uniq($x,$y0,$y1,$z,$a,$b) |
9 path($x,$y0,$a), path($y1,$z,$b), path($x,$z,$c).
? 5.5 ??????? LMNtal?????
5.3 ????????????
?????????????? 5.8 ????????? N ??????????
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? 5.6 ???????????
? 5.7 ??????????????







2 cons($x,L,H), cons($y,T,L) :-$x>$y| cons($y,L,H), cons($x,T,L).
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6.2.2 ????????????





















loop[[instructions   ]]
???????? instructions   ???????????????????
????????????????????loop ????????????
????
?? loop ????????????? Join ???????????????????
6.1 ?????????????? a ???????????? b ?????????
???????????????? a?????????? token_a????????
? 6? ????????? 35









1 newatom [1, 0, 'token_a'_0]
2 loop [[
3 findatom [2, 0, 'mem_b'_0]
4 removeatom [2, 0, 'mem_b'_0]
5 newatom [3, 0, 'mem_b_joined'_0]
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4 Jon Sneyers, Tom Schrijvers, and Bart Demoen. 2009. The computational power and
complexity of constraint handling rules. ACM Trans. Program. Lang. Syst. 31, 2,
Article 8 (February 2009), 42 pages.
5 */
6
7 :- module(ram_sim,[i/4, i/3, i/2, m/2, c/1, maxm/1, initm/3, input/1]).
8 :- use_module(library(chr)).
9 %% :- chr_constraint i(+int,+,+int,+int), i(+int,+,+int), i(+int,+), m(+int,+int), c(+int
), maxm(+int), initm(+int,+int,+int), input(+int).
10 :- chr_constraint i/4, i/3, i/2, m/2, c/1, maxm/1, initm/3, input/1.
11 :- chr_option(optimize,full).
12
13 %% init @ i(L,init,A), m(A,B) \ maxm(M), c(L) <=> M_ is M+1 | initm(M_,B,L).
14
15 %% initm1 @ initm(A,B,L) <=> A=<B, A_ is A+1 | m(A,0), initm(A_,B,L).
16 %% initm2 @ initm(A,B,L), m(B,_) <=> A>B, L_ is L+1 | m(B,0), maxm(B), c(L_).
17
18 add @ i(L,add,B,A), m(B,Y) \ m(A,X), c(L) <=> Z is X+Y, L_ is L+1 | m(A,Z), c(L_).
19 sub @ i(L,sub,B,A), m(B,Y) \ m(A,X), c(L) <=> Z is X-Y, L_ is L+1 | m(A,Z), c(L_).
20 %% mul @ i(L,mul,B,A), m(B,Y) \ m(A,X), c(L) <=> Z is X*Y, L_ is L+1 | m(A,Z), c(L_).
21
22 %% imv @ i(L,imv,B,A), m(B,C), m(C,Y) \ m(A,_), c(L) <=> L_ is L+1 | m(A,Y), c(L_).
23 %% mvi @ i(L,mvi,B,A), m(B,Y), m(A,C) \ m(C,_), c(L) <=> L_ is L+1 | m(C,Y), c(L_).
24
25 jmp @ i(L,jmp,A) \ c(L) <=> c(A).
26
27 cjmp @ i(L,cjmp,A,J), m(A,0) \ c(L) <=> c(J).
28 cjmp @ i(L,cjmp,A,_), m(A,X) \ c(L) <=> X\=0, L_ is L+1 | c(L_).
29




33 i(1,init,3), % [3] ?????????????????? 0
34 i(2,imv,1,6), % [6] = [[1]]
35 i(3,imv,2,7), % [7] = [[2]]
36 i(4,mul,6,7), % [7] = [7] * [6]
37 i(5,mvi,7,3), % [[3]] = [7]
38 i(6,add,5,1), % [1] = [1] + [5]
39 i(7,add,5,2), % [2] = [2] + [5]
40 i(8,add,5,3), % [3] = [3] + [5]
41 i(9,sub,5,4), % [4] = [4] - [5]
42 i(10,cjmp,4,12), % PC = 12 (if [4] = 0)









52 m(8,1), % F(0)








1 :- module(shortestPath,[path/3, input/1]).
2 :- use_module(library(chr)).
3 :- chr_constraint path(+,+,+int), input/1.
4 :- chr_option(optimize,full).
5
6 rem_long @ path(X,Y,A) \ path(X,Y,B) <=> A =< B | true.
7 path_add @ path(X,Y,A) , path(Y,Z,B) ==> X \= Z, C is A+B | path(X,Z,C).
??? LMNtal?????
1 /*
2 * Shortest path problem
3 * translated from shortestPath-chr.lmn to RETE
4 *
5 * Usage
6 * echo <num> | slim -I./module --hl shortestPath-chr.rete.lmn
7 */
8
9 transA2B @@ {$p[], @r, alpha}/ :- {$p[], @r, beta}.
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10 transBj2Be @@ {$p[], @r, beta_Join}/ :- {$p[], @r, beta_end}.
11 transBe2B @@ {$p[], @r, beta_end}/ :- {$p[], @r, beta}.
12 transB2R @@ {$p[], @r, beta}/ :- {$p[], @r, rewrite}.
13 transRe2A @@ {$p[], @r, rewrite_end}/ :- {$p[], @r, alpha}.
14
15 transAbort @@ {$p[], @r, rewrite}/ :- $p[].
16 mem_0(!R) :- .
17 mem_1(!R) :- .







25 RET = input_from_stdin










35 :- $n < $l, $e0=$n+$m-1, $s1=$n+$m, $e1=$n+$m*2-1, $n_=$n+$m, int($c) |
36 path(util.set($n,$e0), util.set($s1,$e1), util.rnd($c)), input($n_, $m, $l, $c).
37
38 finish @@
39 input($n,$m,$l,$c) :- $n>$l, int($m), int($c) | .
40 alpha.
41 }).
42 init @@ init({$p[], @r}/) :- $p[].
43
44 % =========================================





50 alpha, path_rete(SRC,DST,COST,!Ref), token_0(!Ref), token_1(!Ref).
51
52 % =========================================
53 % beta net (alpha -> beta) (beta_end -> beta)
54 % =========================================
55 activate0 @@ beta, token_0(Ref) :- beta_Join, active_token_0(Ref).




60 active_token_0(!RefT), path_rete(L0i,L1i,L2i,!RefT), mem_1(!RefM), path_rete(L0j,L1j,
L2j,!RefM)
61 :- L0i==L0j, L1i==L1j, L2i=<L2j |
62 beta_Join,






68 active_token_1(!RefT), path_rete(L0j,L1j,L2j,!RefT), mem_0(!RefM), path_rete(L0i,L1i,
L2i,!RefM)
69 :- L0i==L0j, L1i==L1j, L2i=<L2j |
70 beta_Join,
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76 active_token_0(!RefT), path_rete(L0i,L1i,L2i,!RefT), mem_1(!RefM), path_rete(L0j,L1j,
L2j,!RefM)
77 :- L1i==L0j, L0i\==L1j |
78 beta_Join,






84 active_token_1(!RefT), path_rete(L0j,L1j,L2j,!RefT), mem_0(!RefM), path_rete(L0i,L1i,
L2i,!RefM)
85 :- L1i==L0j, L0i\==L1j |
86 beta_Join,





91 % beta net ending (beta_Join -> beta_end)
92 % =========================================
93 deactivate0 @@ beta_end, active_token_0(Ref) :- beta_end, mem_0(Ref).
94 deactivate1 @@ beta_end, active_token_1(Ref) :- beta_end, mem_1(Ref).
95
96 rmJoined0 @@ beta_end, joined_mem_0(Ref) :- beta_end, mem_0(Ref).
97 rmJoined0 @@ beta_end, joined_mem_1(Ref) :- beta_end, mem_1(Ref).
98
99 % =========================================
100 % rewrite (beta -> rewrite)
101 % =========================================
102 % rem_long @@
103 rem_log @@
104 rewrite, mem_0_1_rm(!Ref0,!Ref1), path_rete($x1,$y1,$b,!Ref1)
105 :- unary($x1), unary($y1), int($b) |
106 rewrite_end, del_wme(!Ref1).
107
108 % path_add @@
109 path_add @@
110 rewrite, mem_0_1_ad(!Ref0,!Ref1), path_rete($x,$y0,$a,!Ref0), path_rete($y1,$z,$b,!
Ref1)
111 :- unary($x), unary($y0), int($a), unary($y1), unary($z), int($b), $c=$a+$b |
112 rewrite_end, path_rete($x,$y0,$a,!Ref0), path_rete($y1,$z,$b,!Ref1), path($x,$z,$c).
113
114 del_wme0 @@ rewrite_end, del_wme(!Ref), mem_0(!Ref) :- rewrite_end, del_wme(!Ref).
115 del_wme1 @@ rewrite_end, del_wme(!Ref), mem_1(!Ref) :- rewrite_end, del_wme(!Ref).
116 del_wme0_1 @@ rewrite_end, del_wme(!Ref0), mem_0_1_rm(!Ref0, !Ref1) :- rewrite_end,
del_wme(!Ref0).
117 del_wme0_1 @@ rewrite_end, del_wme(!Ref0), mem_0_1_rm(!Ref1, !Ref0) :- rewrite_end,
del_wme(!Ref0).
118 del_wme0_1 @@ rewrite_end, del_wme(!Ref0), mem_0_1_ad(!Ref0, !Ref1) :- rewrite_end,
del_wme(!Ref0).
119 del_wme0_1 @@ rewrite_end, del_wme(!Ref0), mem_0_1_ad(!Ref1, !Ref0) :- rewrite_end,
del_wme(!Ref0).
120





1 :- module(bubble,[cons/3, n/2, input/1]).
2 :- use_module(library(chr)).
3 :- chr_constraint cons(+int,?,?), n(+int,?), input(+int).
4 :- chr_option(optimize,full).
5
6 sort @ cons(X,L,H), cons(Y,T,L) <=> X>Y | cons(Y,L,H), cons(X,T,L).
7
8 gen @ n(N,L) <=> N>0, N_ is N-1, random(0,1000,M) | n(N_,P), cons(M,L,P).
9 input(N) <=> n(N,nil).
??? LMNtal?????
1 /*
2 * Bubble sort
3 * translated from bubble.lmn to RETE
4 *
5 * Usage
6 * echo <num> | slim -I./module --hl bubble.rete.lmn
7 */
8
9 transA2B @@ {$p[], @r, alpha}/ :- {$p[], @r, beta}.
10 transBj2Be @@ {$p[], @r, beta_Join}/ :- {$p[], @r, beta_end}.
11 transBe2B @@ {$p[], @r, beta_end}/ :- {$p[], @r, beta}.
12 transB2R @@ {$p[], @r, beta}/ :- {$p[], @r, rewrite}.
13 transRe2A @@ {$p[], @r, rewrite_end}/ :- {$p[], @r, alpha}.
14
15 transAbort @@ {$p[], @r, rewrite}/ :- $p[].
16 mem_0(!R) :- .
17 mem_1(!R) :- .















31 % gen0 @@ n(N,L) :- N>0, M=N-1 | n(M,cons(N,L)). % ret=[1,2,3,...]
32
33 % ????????????
34 % gen0 @@ n(N,L) :- N>0, M=N-1 | cons(N,n(M),L). % ret=[N,N-1,N-2,...]
35
36 % ret=[1,2,3,...] ???????????????????????
37 % flag(100).
38 % gen0 @@ n(N,L), flag(R) :- N>0, M=N-1, R < 3 | n(M,rcons(N,L)), flag(util.rnd
(100)).
39 % gen1 @@ n(N,L), flag(R) :- N>0, M=N-1, R >= 3 | n(M, cons(N,L)), flag(util.rnd
(100)).
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45 init@@init({$p[], @r}/) :- $p[].
46
47 % =========================================
48 % alpha net (rewrite_end -> alpha)
49 % =========================================
50 find_dot @@
51 alpha, cons(L0,L1,L2) :- alpha, cons(L0,L1,L2,!Ref), token_0(!Ref), token_1(!Ref).
52
53 % =========================================
54 % beta net (alpha -> beta) (beta_end -> beta)
55 % =========================================
56 activate0 @@ beta, token_0(Ref) :- beta_Join, active_token_0(Ref).




61 active_token_0(!RefT), cons(T_L0,T_L1,T_L2,!RefT), mem_1(!RefM), cons(M_L0,M_L1,M_L2
,!RefM), T_L1=M_L2
62 :- T_L0>M_L0 |
63 beta_Join,






69 active_token_1(!RefT), cons(T_L0,T_L1,T_L2,!RefT), mem_0(!RefM), cons(M_L0,M_L1,M_L2
,!RefM), T_L2=M_L1
70 :- M_L0>T_L0 |
71 beta_Join,





76 % beta net ending (beta_Join -> beta_end)
77 % =========================================
78 deactivate0 @@ beta_end, active_token_0(Ref) :- beta_end, mem_0(Ref).
79 deactivate1 @@ beta_end, active_token_1(Ref) :- beta_end, mem_1(Ref).
80
81 rmJoined0 @@ beta_end, joined_mem_0(Ref) :- beta_end, mem_0(Ref).
82 rmJoined1 @@ beta_end, joined_mem_1(Ref) :- beta_end, mem_1(Ref).
83
84 % =========================================
85 % rewrite (beta -> rewrite)
86 % =========================================
87 sort @@
88 rewrite, mem_0_1(!Ref0,!Ref1), cons(Ref0_L0,Ref0_L1,Ref0_L2,!Ref0), cons(Ref1_L0,
Ref1_L1,Ref1_L2,!Ref1)
89 :-
























112 del_wme_end @@ rewrite_end, del_wme(!Ref) :- num(!Ref,N), N=:=1 | rewrite_end.
113 }.
